Traveling to CCH
CCH – Congress Center Hamburg is well located for transport, right in the middle of Hamburg. It is just a few
steps from Dammtor Station (for high-speed InterCity trains) and other public transport facilities. Getting to
CCH is fast and easy, however you choose to travel.
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Air travel
Hamburg has an international airport that offers direct flights from New York, London, Frankfurt, Munich,
Paris, Amsterdam, Helsinki, Zurich, Barcelona, Rome, Dubai, Istanbul and many other cities predominantly in
Europe. Please also see: https://www.hamburg-airport.de/en/destinations_and_airlines.php
The CCH can be reached from here by train within 25 minutes or by taxi within 20 minutes.

To CCH by S-Bahn (Suburban Railway)
From the airport please take the S1 (towards Wedel) to Hamburg Hauptbahnhof (central train station). Once
you have arrived at the train station you switch to the S21 or S31 on the opposite rail track. The next station
will be Bahnhof Dammtor, there you get off and reach the CCH in a shortwalking distance.

Costs
 Single ticket for a one-way travel: EUR 3.10
 Day ticket: EUR 6.20 (9 am day ticket) / EUR 7.60 (All-day ticket) per person.
 A taxi from the airport charges around EUR 20.

Please find a map of the rail network to find the route to your hotel at
www.internoise2016.org/about-hamburg

Rail travel
The Congress Center Hamburg is right next door to Dammtor InterCity rail station for the high-speed trains of
German Rail and international rail connections.
From Hamburg Central Station (Hauptbahnhof), take S-Bahn line S21 (towards Elbgaustrasse). It is just one
stop to Dammtor, and takes only two minutes.

Travel by public transport
CCH is easy to reach from any part of the city, thanks to its central location and to Hamburgs extensive
network of rapid transit (S-Bahn) and underground (U-Bahn) lines, plus plenty of bus lines.

Please find a map of the rail network to find the route to your hotel at
www.internoise2016.org/about-hamburg
S-Bahn (rapid transit):

to Dammtor (2 minutes walk to CCH)

U-Bahn (underground):

to Stephansplatz (3 minutes walk to CCH)
to Messehallen (10 minutes walk to CCH)

Bus line:

to Dammtor (2 minutes walk to CCH)
to Stephansplatz (3 minutes walk to CCH)
to "Hamburg Messe / Eingang Ost" (3 minutes walk to CCH)

Stations in walking distance:



Dammtor station is right next to CCH, for InterCity trains and S-Bahn.
U-Bahn stations Stephansplatz (Opera/CCH) and Gänsemarkt are just a short walk away, on a route
that passes through a landscaped park and attractive streets.

Road travel
If you come to CCH - Congress Center Hamburg by car or motor bike, it is best to take the motorways and
exits shown under “Motorway travel”. Then follow the signs to “Messe / CCH”.

Motorway

Junction

A 7 from the North

Junction HH-Volkspark

A 23 from North-West

Junction HH-Volkspark

A 24 / A 1 from the East / North East

Junction HH-Horn

A 39 / A 255 from the South-East

via Neue Elbbrücken / HH-Centrum

A 1 from the South-West via A7 / Elbtunnel

Junction HH-Volkspark

A 7 from the South

via Neue Elbbrücken / HH-Centrum

Notes for automotive navigation systems
 The address to enter is Marseiller Straße 1, 20355 Hamburg
 Some navigations may list the CCH - Congress Center Hamburg as "special target"
 The geo-coordinates for CCH - Congress Center Hamburg are:

N 53° 33' 33.39", E 9° 59' 10"

Parking facilities
Car park

Charges

Underground garage CCH / Trade Fair
(entrance height: 1.90m)

14,00 € / day (24h) or
2,00 € per hour

Underground garage East - Bei d. Kirchhöfen, Entrance B5
(entrance height: 2.10 m)

14,00 € / day (24h) or
2,00 € per hour

